
         

This handout will cover 2 different techniques within the ‘slur’ category. The hammer on and the pull off.  

A hammer & pull lets you to connect two or more notes with only one pluck of the string. They add 
expression and voicing to notes. Like slides, hammers and pulls are an essential technique for both rhythm 
and lead playing, but way more common in lead guitar.  
 

HAMMER ON 

To play a hammer, notes must always be from low to high. Pluck a note and then ‘hammer’ by using your 
finger to tap down on your second note. In the example below, you will find it is easy to practice this - an 
open string then hammer down onto the second fret. When you have ‘hammered’, you do not need to 
pluck that note again. It will sound once the finger has tapped on that note. If it does not sound very loud, 
try plucking softer but ‘hammering’ harder.  

 

The curve line that connects notes = slurs…  H is for hammer 

 
 

 

PRO TIP: Assuming you are a human, your index finger is usually the 

strongest (first finger aka the one you pick your nose with). This 

finger is a good one to use at first. Do try and see how it sounds and 

feels using each finer to hammer 

 

 

 

EXAMPLE 1 – uses the E Pentatonic Minor Scale 
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Example 2 - uses the A Pentatonic Minor Scale 

 

 

 

Example 3 – double hammer ons 

Pluck the open notes then hammer down the 5th fret, then hammer the 7th fret. You only need to 

pick the open notes!  

 

 
 

Example 4 – Hammers with chords 

This examples uses a popular sounding D to a Dsus4 change. When hammering here, you will need 

to use your pinkie finger, which can be a challenge. Strum the D chord and as it rings out, hammer 

that 3rd fret on the high E nice and hard. 
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PULL OFFS 

Pull offs are really the reverse action of a hammer. As they are reversed, notes must start from a higher 
pitch note, pulled off to a lower note. They also have to be fretted first as you can’t pull off from an open 
string.  ‘Pull off’ by using your finger to pull away to the destination note. The pull off is kind of like you are 
plucking with your fretting hand. You can pull the notes down or up.  
 

The curve line that connects notes = slurs…  P is for pull off 

 
 
 

EXAMPLE 1 – uses the E Pentatonic Minor Scale 

 

 
 

Example 2 - uses the A Pentatonic Minor Scale 

You have to remember to have the note your pulling off to already pressed down with your finger… 
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Example 3 –with chords 

This examples uses a popular sounding D to a Dsus4, then back to D change. When pulling off here, 

you will need to use your pinkie finger, just like the hammer on. Strum the D chord and as it rings 

out, hammer that 3rd fret on the high E nice and hard, then simply pull your finger back off. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

RECOMMENDED LISTENING 

Hey Joe – Jimi Hendrix – the opening guitar riff in this song, you will hear it 

Joker and the thief – Wolfmother – Main guitar part as it starts… Yaaaasssss 

Slide Away – Oasis – Opens with a hammer 

Back in Black – ACDC – Classic riff with nice pull offs 
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